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That’s because within these pages, you will discover…

A step-by-step, rinse-and-repeatable SYSTEM for creating and getting clients from your own Facebook Group, including how I made $113k 
in 90 days from mine.

How most people think about and do "engagement", why it's totally wrong, and the super secret trick I invented for how to drive more 
engagement even if your group is brand new…

How to stop lurking in the shadows, liking other people's posts, or crossing your �ngers for Fan Page "likes" to come your way, and 
instead leverage an intentional plan so that your time on social media actually pays off.

…AND how to use all of these strategies to potentially earn 6-�gures without even getting on the phone.

There’s only 3 steps you need to know to do all of this.

Follow these 3 steps very closesly if:

you're not using social media and you want to start tapping into it
you’re using social media and you want to make more money from it
you’re an entrepreneur who wants to monetize social media by creating an online community of really loyal prospects
who just seamlessly turn into paying clients
you want to create a home online, a place for you to meet people and do business without having to go to live
networking events or talk on the phone
you dream of reaching celebrity status the way I did.

Hello! My name is Amanda Goldman-Petri and I am… A Facebook Group Addict! (and by the end of this ebook, you will be too!)
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Before we dive into these 3 steps, I want to address something very important: Fear. The reality for most people is that there are some big fears 
that stand in their way from being able to see success with Facebook Groups (and on social media in general).

In fact, there are three main fears that people have about this.

Fear No. 1 - No One Will Join.
There’s this fear that you're going to create a Facebook group and then no one will join, so you will 
invest time in creating the group and setting it up, but it will be for nothing. Obviously, if you don't 
get members, you can’t make money from it. That's no fun!

Fear No. 2 - No One Will Engage.
There’s also this fear that if you do get people to join, they're not going to engage in the group. 
You're going to put out posts and no one's going to like them or comment on them. That's not 
what you want. That’s embarrassing. That’s not fun either!

Fear No. 3 - No One Will Buy.
The worst fear of all is that even if you do put your time and effort into creating the group and 
even if you do get engagement, no one's going to actually buy from you. So you're not going 
to make money from the effort that you’re putting in. That's de�nitely not fun... To put 
work into something and then have nothing to show for it! I am not a big fan of that, 
and that's why I talk about working smarter in my business so you can get results 
from the efforts you put into your business.

DO THESE FEARS FEEL FAMILIAR?
If so, I'm going to debunk all of those fears and whisk them away within these pages, 
so keep reading :)
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If you want to make money from Facebook Groups, there are 3 phases you’ll have to go through �rst.

Phase 1 - The Growth Phase
After you've created your group, there has to be some way for people to become members. The growth phase will bring members into your group 
regularly. In this eBook, I’ll show you my #1 strategy that works to grow your group. Once you've accomplished the growth phase, you're going to 
move into…

Phase 2 - The Engagement Phase
This is the process by which you nurture those relationships with your members so that you can help them to know, like and trust you, and see 
you as an authority. This is about engagement and two-way conversations. In this eBook, I’ll share with you my biggest secret for fostering 
natural engagement. Once your members know, like, and trust you, you'll be ready to go into…

Phase 3 - The Monetization Phase
This is where you actually make money from the members in your group from the time-investment on social media. In this eBook, I’ll share 
with you how to monetize your Facebook group without working
very hard.
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The strategy I’m going to walk you
through is the same one I use that allows
me to consistently bring in over 300+
new members to my group every month.
Check it out:
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By the way, when I say 300 members, I mean HIGH QUALITY members! There are groups who have signi�cantly more members, but when you 
consider that my 6-�gure launch was done with only about 1K members in my group, you realize that quality is more important than quantity (yes - 
only 1K members to make 6-�gures...That's it!).

Before I reveal it, I want you to warn you: It’s extremely simple.

THE BIGGEST MISTAKE PEOPLE MAKE IN THE GROWTH PHASE:

They make things dif�cult. They try to do too many things and their attention becomes divided, so they are doing many different things with 
mediocre results instead of doing one thing with stellar results. I recommend you keep it extremely simple! Laser focus on simple yet effective 
and powerful strategies.

THE #1 STRATEGY TO GROW YOUR FACEBOOK GROUP:

Leverage The Thank You Page. The thank you page is the page that you send people to after they opt in and buy from you. Most people use 
this page to say “thank you for your order” or “thanks for registering” or “go check your email for more information”....and this is such a 
WASTE of your thank you page!
This is one of the most important pages on your site. After people opt in or after they purchase, they are waiting by their computer to get to 
that thank you page. They want to make sure that what they just entered went through and their name was added to the list or that their order 
went through. They’re waiting to see that thank you page, which means... You have their attention!

You can use it in a lot of different ways:
you can use it to get sales (by sending them to an upsell page),
you can use it to get sales calls (by sending them to your scheduling calendar), or
you can use it to invite them to your Facebook group (by sending them to your group invitation page)

[ CLICK HERE TO SEE AN EXAMPLE FACEBOOK GROUP INVITATION PAGE ][ CLICK HERE TO SEE AN EXAMPLE FACEBOOK GROUP INVITATION PAGE ]

http://marketlikeanerd.com/invite/
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This strategy is also - surprise! - very easy...which is great, because most people think engagement is really complicated or that it's totally out of 
their control.

People fear building groups and making posts, but getting crickets...No one will like, comment, share, or engage, right?

WRONG!

THE BIGGEST MISTAKE PEOPLE MAKE WITH ENGAGEMENT:

They think that engagement isn’t in their control. They think “I can't control whether or not people like or comment on
my posts. All I can do is put great content out there and hope that people respond.” You put stuff out there and it's
up to them whether they respond or not, right?

WRONG AGAIN!

You don't want to think this way because the reality is…

ENGAGEMENT IS 100% IN YOUR CONTROL!

You can put something into your Facebook group and know that someone is going to like it, someone
is going to respond to it, and you are going to get engagement. I know that because I do,
and my clients do too!

You want to know how to control engagement in your Facebook group?
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THE ENGAGEMENT HACK I INVENTED:

This is one of the many Facebook Group strategies I invented myself.
It’s called: Manufacturing Engagement.

Most people want natural engagement, and you will get there. You 
just do this in the short term. In order to have a natural engagement 
in the long term, you methodically create and plan engagement right 
now so that you get natural engagement later.

If it looks like people are engaging, others are going to want to 
engage too, because they're going to feel more comfortable with it.

Let's take a look at some examples so that you can see how 
manufacturing and creating a planned engagement in the short 
term works…

is the act of methodicallyrequesting and coordinatingplanned engagement.

ManufacturingEngagement

noun

man-yu’fak-chu-ring
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GET AN ENGAGEMENT BUDDY!
I have a program called the #PACK where I walk members through how to create, grow, engage, and monetize their own Facebook group. The 
members of the program go into the group and say to each other, “Hey, you've got a group similar to mine, why don't we team up? We'll be 
engagement buddies and I’ll engage in your group if you engage in mine. Sound good?”

Of course they say yes! If you have a buddy who is dedicated to engaging in your group and you are dedicated to engaging in their group, then 
you're going to help each other grow.

GET A BUDDY TO POP YOUR COMMENT CHERRY!
Another example would be to �nd a friend or client, someone who can do what I call “pop my comment cherry.” Every time you post something 
in your group, you get someone who will be the �rst person to comment. Psychologically people are very afraid of commenting if they're the 
�rst, but the moment someone breaks the ice and comments �rst, others will be more willing to comment also.

So you need someone who will comment �rst. What I like to do is have a go-to person and say “Hey I just posted a question in my group, do 
you mind popping my comment cherry, and being the �rst person to comment?” They almost always say yes!

DIRECT MESSAGE YOUR MEMBERS
Another way to manufacture engagement is to direct messaging your members and simply ask them to comment. If you have members in 
your group and they're not naturally engaging, you can encourage them to engage and get into the habit simply by asking them. Remember, 
you're a leader and leaders ask for what they want!

Go through your members list in your group and send them a direct message and say “Hey, I've got a post in the Facebook
group (or “I'm holding a Q&A…”), can you leave a comment (or ask a question) so we can begin the conversation and
get to know each other and inspire engagement in the group?”
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The �nal phase is the monetization phase. Many like to dive into this phase �rst, and I highly recommend you reign yourself in and do these in order 
instead!

By the time you get to this phase, you should already have members in your group who are engaged. So, the natural next step is to simply put an 
offer in front of them that they can buy.

The truth is that once you’re ready to make money, there are only 2 steps:

Step 1: Create An Offer
Step 2: Send Traffic To The Offer

Your Facebook Group serves as your “traf�c.”

Therefore, it should make sense that the bigger the group is (the more traf�c you have) and the more they
are engagement (the more nurtured the traf�c is), the more money you stand to make when you put an
offer in front of them.

Now that you know the steps for how to make money, let’s look at some common mistakes Facebook
Group owners make when it comes to The Monetization Phase…
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MISTAKE NO. 1MISTAKE NO. 1
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If you're not putting offers in front of people, how can you expect them to buy from you? I have a client who was brand
new to marketing. She was not making money from her group, and when I asked a few questions, I realized it was simply
because she never put an offer in front of her members. When she did, she made $5,000! So if you're not making money,
ask yourself “am I making offers?”

When you have too many offers, it makes it dif�cult for members to understand exactly what to buy.
They become confused, and a confused mind doesn't buy. So remember to have one call
to action at a time!

You’re Not Making Offers

You’re Making Too Many Offers

MISTAKE NO. 3MISTAKE NO. 3
When you put an offer out too early, your members are just not ready for it yet because you have to serve
before you sell. You have to give value before you ever put an offer in front of your members.
That’s because the way you make money is by sending traf�c to offers, but if your traf�c isn’t the RIGHT
traf�c, they won’t buy. Your traf�c must be nurtured. They must know, like, and trust you. If you’re traf�c
isn’t healthy, the offer won’t convert.

You Make Your Offer Too Early
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Before my 6-�gure launch, here are some of the things I did to nurture my traf�c before putting the offer in front of them:

Motivational Stories
Biz Tips
Tech Tutorials
Q&As with Guest Experts
No-Pitch Webinars
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IMAGINE
Imagine being able to have a Facebook group that's consistently growing online, bringing those ideal clients into your world.
Imagine being able to nurture those relationships so effectively that your members are getting to know, like, and trust you, and see you 
as an authority.
Imagine being able to convert those members into paying clients without having to get them live, without having to get them on the 
phone, just seamlessly getting them to put money in your pocket on demand.

CREATING AN ENGAGED FACEBOOK GROUP IS THE KEY TO INCREASING YOUR INCOME, IMPACT, AND FREEDOM.

Are you ready to monetize Facebook groups?
Are you ready to create, grow, engage and monetize your own Facebook group?
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[ CLICK HERE TO JOIN THE #PACK ][ CLICK HERE TO JOIN THE #PACK ]

http://marketlikeanerd.com/pack

